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Abstract - -The independence number of the strong product of cycles is considered in this paper. 
We describe algorithms to search independent vertex sets in strong products of odd cycles. The 
algorithms enable determination of the independence number of two infinite families of graphs: C5 [] 
C7 [] C2k+i and C5 [] C9 [] C2k+i. We also present exact values or improved bounds on the size 
of a largest independent set for several other strong products of odd cycles. Applications to the 
chromatic number of strong products of odd cycles and to the Shannon capacity of C~, conclude the 
paper. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND DEF IN IT IONS 
Studies of the independence number  of the strong product of odd cycles [1-7] have been inspired by 
Shannon's work [8] on the determination of the zero-error capacity of a noisy channel. Shannon 
formulated the problem in terms of graph theory and supplied some partial results. It turns 
out that the solution of the problem requires the determination of the independence number  of 
product of graphs which contain odd cycles. 
The  main object of investigation of the present paper is the independence number  of products 
of three odd cycles. We present some new results using the concepts described in the papers cited 
above. However, the most important results are obtained by a computer program. 
All graphs considered in this paper are connected, finite, and undirected graphs without loops 
or multiple edges. If G is a graph, we shall write V(G) or V for its vertex set and E(G) or E for 
its edge set. E(G) is a set of unordered pairs xy = {x, y} of distinct vertices of G. 
The strong product of graphs G and H is the graph G [] H with vertex set V(G) x V(H) and 
(Xl, z2)(Yl, Y2) e E(G[]H), whenever [ZlYl E E(G) and z 2 -- Y2], or [x2Y2 E E(H) and x 1 : Yl], 
or [XlYl E E(G) and x2Y2 E E(H)]. The strong product is commutative and associative in an 
obvious way, having the trivial graph as a unit. Let a = (al, a2) E V(G[]H). The graph induced 
on the set Ha = {(a l ,y)  I Y e H} is the H-layer through a. The graph induced on the set 
Ga = {(x, a2) Ix  E G} is the G-layer through a. 
This paper contains a portion of the author's Doctoral dissertation, written under the direction of Sandi Klav~ar, 
University of Maribor, 1996. 
The author wishes to express appreciation to J. Zerovnik for his helpful suggestions. 
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A set S C_ V(G) is independent if xy ~ E(G) for any pair of vertices x, y 6 S. Cardinality of 
a largest independent set S of G is the independence number c~(G) of G. The size of a largest 
complete subgraph will be denoted by w(G). The Rosenfeld number p(G) of G is defined as 
= max Z xa, p(G) all weights 
aeV(G) 
where weights Xa are assigned to vertices such that ~-~aec xa _< 1 for any clique C of G. A proper 
k-colorin 9 of vertices of a graph G is a function f from V(G) onto a set (of colors) X, IXl = k, 
such that xy 6 E(G) implies f(x) # f(y). The smallest number k for which a proper k-coloring 
exists is the chromatic number x(G) of G. 
The vertices of the n-cycles, Cn, are labeled in order: 0, 1,... ,n -  1, therefore, vertices u 
and v are adjacent in Cn iff u - v = +1 (modn). (Cn)-layers in C, [] Cm will be called rows, 
(Cm)-layers in Cn [] Cm will be called columns. We will visualize Cn [] Cm as a rectangular ray 
of vertices where the rows correspond to the vertices of Cn and the columns correspond to the 
vertices of Cm. Analogously, Cn [] Cm [] Ck will be depicted as a sequence of k (Cn [] Cm)-layers. 
(The edges of the graphs will not be shown for the sake of distinctiveness.) 
We will be interested in the two special automorphisms of graph C2k+1 [] G. A cyclic shift 
of C2k+l [] G by t layers or briefly the cyclic t-shift, 0 < t <_ 2k maps G~ with the natural 
isomorphism onto Gi+t (index modulo 2k + 1). Reflection over a fixed layer Gt, 0 < t < 2k 
maps Gi onto G2t-~ (index modulo 2k + 1). The automorphism group of G will be denoted 
Aut(G). 
Independent sets S and S' of C2k+1 [] G are equivalent, if there exist an automorphism f 6 
Aut(C2k+l [] G), such that f(S) = S'. 
A graph G is vertex-transitive if Aut(G) acts transitively on V(G), i.e., if for any two points 
u, v 6 V(G), there exist a f 6 Aut(G) such that f(u) = v. Some examples of vertex transitive 
graphs are: complete graphs, Petersen graph, and cycles. 
This paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we recall some known results. We also 
prepare a few observations for the rest of the paper and compute the independence number of 
strong products with at most two odd cycles. In Section 3, we consider the independence number 
of strong products with three odd cycles. It turns out that the main concern should be devoted 
to strong products of odd cycles of a moderate size. In the next section, we present procedure 
CHECK for checking independent sets in these graphs. The procedure nables determination f 
the independence number of two infinite families of graphs: C5 [] C7 [] C2k+ 1 and (75 [] C9 [] C2k+ 1. 
In Section 5, the procedure is improved and some exact values and sharpened bounds on the size 
of a largest independent set for some strong products of three odd cycles are given. We finally 
give applications to the chromatic number of the strong product of odd cycles and to the Shannon 
capacity of C7. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
It is a straightforward exercise to obtain the following well-known result. 
LEMMA 1. For ali graphs G and H, 
a(G [] H) >_ a(C)a(H). 
Hales showed that Rosenfeld number can be used to bound the size of a largest independent 
set. 
LEMMA 2. (See [2].) For ali graphs G and H, 
a(G [] H) < p(G)c~(H). 
Using this lemma, the explicit independence number for the case in which one of the factors is 
a complete graph can be established. 
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COROLLARY 3. For any graph G and n 6 N, 
a(G [] Kn) = a(G). 
Sonnemann and Krafft supplemented the work by Hales using the concept of a vertex transitive 
graph. 
LEMMA 4. (See [3].) For every vertex transitive graph G, 
COROLLARY 5. For any graph G and k >_ 2, 
~(G[]C2k+I) <- k~(G) + [ -~]  • 
LEMMA 6. (See [3].) For any graph G and any k E N, 
(i) a (C2k+3 [] G) > [(2k + 3)/(2k + 1)a (C2k+1 [] G)], 
(ii) ~ (C2k+3 [] G) = [(2k + 3/2)a(G)J, i ra  (C2~+1 [] G) = [(2k + 1/2)a(G)]. 
The independence numbers of the strong product of even cycles are well known. They can be 
derived using the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 7. (See [3].) For every graph G and every k 6 1W, 
(c2k [] G) = k. a(G). 
COROLLARY 8. For every kl, ks,..., k, 6 N, 
(C2ki []C2k, []'"[]6'2kn) = kl.k2.....kn. 
Analogously, we consider the case in which one of the factors is a cycle of odd length. 
COROLLARY 9. For every j, kl, k2,... ,  kn • N, 
(C2j+I []Cskl []C2k~ [ ] ' " [ ]C :k . )  = j .k l  .k2.. . . .kn. 
The problem is incomparably more difficult for more cycles with odd length. Hales [2] as well 
as Sonnemann and Krafft [3] discovered the explicit formula for the independence numbers of the 
strong product of two odd cycles. 
THEOREM 10. (See [2,3].) For j, k • N, j >_ k, 
o~(C2j+l NC2k+l) = jk  + [k] . 
This result can be used to obtain the independence numbers of the strong product with at 
most two odd cycles. 
COROLLARY 11. For every k,j ,  l l , t2 , . . . in  • N, where j >_ k, 
0~ (62~, • C2~2 • . . . • C2l. • C2k + l [] C2j+ l ) = l l  "12 " . . . " ln " ( j k  + [ k l > . 
PROOF. Proposition 7 yields 
a (Cs~, [] C2e~ [ ] ' "  [] C2l. [] C2k+1 [ ]  C2 j+ I )  = l l  • t2  • . . .  • in .  a (C2k+1 [ ]  C2 j+1)  • 
Using Theorem 10, we complete the proof. | 
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3. THREE ODD CYCLES 
For strong products of three or more odd cycles, only partial results are known. If one factor 
is C3, then the following proposition can be derived from Corollary 3. 
PROPOSITION 12. For j > k _> I, 
c~(C3 NC2j+I NC2k+I) =a(C2j+I NC2k+I) = jk + [kJ . 
Next, we recall three exact results given by Sonnemann and Krafft. 
PROPOSITION 13. (See [3].) For every k E N, 
(i) c~(C5 [] Ca [] C2k+1) = 5k, 
(ii) a(Csk+l [] Csk+l [] Csk+l) = k(Sk + 1) 2, 
(iii) a(Csk+3 [] Csk+3 [] Csk+3) = 64k 3 + 64k 2 + 19k + 1. 
The results in (ii) and (iii) can be generalized as follows. 
COROLLARY 14. For every k E N and j, g _> 4k, 
(i) a(Csk+l [] C2j+I [] C2l - f l )  : k(2j + 1)(2~ + 1), 
(ii) a(Csk+3 [] Csk+3 [] C2j+1) = (2j + 1)(8k 2 + 5k) + j .  
PROOF. (i) (Induction on j and l.) Assume first that for j > 4k, 
a(Csk+l [] Csk+l [] C2j+1) = k(2j + 1)(8k + 1). 
For j = 4k, this is Proposition 13(ii). Since 
a(Csk+l [] C8k+l [] C2j+I) = k(2j + 1)(8k + 1) 
= [2J-~12k(8k + l)l = [~a(Csk+, []Csk+l) j , 
by Lemma 6(ii), we get a(Csk+l []Csk+lNC2j+3) = k(2j+3)(Sk+l). Hence, a(Csk+l •C8k+l • 
C23+1) = k(2j + 1)(Sk + 1). 
Now assume 
o~(C8k+l [] C2t+l [] C2j+I ) = k(2j + 1)(2g + 1). 
For t = 4k, the claim is obvious. Since 
a(C8k+l [] C2t+1 [] C2j+1) = k(2j + 1)(2g + 1) 
2g+ 1 = [~2k(2 j  + l)J = [~-~a(Csk+l ®C2#+l)J , 
by Lemma 6(ii), we get a(Csk+l [] C2~+1 [] C2j+3) = k(2~ + 3)(2j + 1). 
Conditon (ii) is proved analogously. | 
The main concern in this paper is devoted to the strong product of three cycles of a moderate 
size: Ca [] C7 [] C2k+l, 65 [] C9 [] C2k+l, C7 [] C7 [] C2k+l, and C7 [] C9 [] C2k+l. 
For these four infinite families of graphs, we give the best previously known lower and upper 
bounds known in Table 1. These are determined by Lemma 1 and Corollary 5, respectively, 
except he lower bounds for Cs [] C7 [] C2k+1 and (77 [] C7 [] C21¢+1 given in [9]. 
Table 1. Bounds for independence numbers of strong products of cycles of a moderate 
size. 
Lower Bound Cycle Lengths Upper Bound 
7k + 2 5, 7,2k + 1 7k + 3 
9k 5, 9, 2k + 1 9k + 4 
lOk + 3 7, 7, 2k + 1 lOk + 5 
13k 7, 9, 2k + 1 13k + 6 
k 
k>4 
k_>4 
k___3 
k>4 
The following lemma shows the condition where the upper bounds from Table 1 are achieved. 
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LEMMA 15. Let S be an independent set o[ C2k+i •G,  where IS[ = ks(G) + [s(G)/2J. Then 
[ [~G-~I ,  iE{1 ,3 ,5  . . . .  ,2k - l} ,  
[S n a~[ = 
PROOF. Since a(G [] K2) = a(G), any two adjacent (G)-layers together have at most a(G) 
independent vertices. We claim that they are distributed according to the sequence: [a(G)/2J, 
[a(G)/2],. . . ,  Ls(G)/2J, Is(G)/2], [s(G)/2J, where each value in the sequence denotes the num- 
ber of independent vertices in the corresponding (G)-layer. Note that the sequence starts out in 
an arbitrary (G)-layer, we denote it Go. 
Suppose there is an independent vertex set S of size ks(G)+ [s(G)/2J, where for some i : ISA 
G~[ = m, m > Is(G)/2]. Then [SN(G~_ltAG~tAGi+I)[ <_m+(s(G) -m)+(s (G) -m)  = s(G)+ 
(s(G) - m). Since s (G[ ]  P2k-2) = (k - 1)s(G), IS[ _< ks(G) + (s(G) - m) < ks(G) + Ls(G)/2J. 
The contradiction proves the claim. | 
The condition of Lemma 15 can be improved for the case when G = C2j+1 [] Cs, as we show 
next. 
Let S be an independent set of C2k+1 [] G and for i _< 2k, let S N Gi = ((x0, Y0, i), (xl, Yl, i), 
• ..,  (xn, Yn, i)}, where n denotes the number of independent vertices of Gi. We define P~(S) := 
{y0, yl , . . . ,  yn}. 
LEMMA 16. Let 2 <_ j <_ k and let S be an independent set o[ C2k+l [] C5 [] C2j+1, with 
IS[ = k(2j + 1) + j. Then [or i, ~ <_ 2k, 
(i) IS N (Cs [] C2i+1),[ = IS N (Cs [] C2j+l)t[, i[and only ifP~(S) = Re(S), 
(ii) if IS A (C5 [] C2i+1)i[ = j, then [or any pair Yn, Ym e R/(S):  ym -yn  ~ l(mod 2j + 1). 
PRoof.  (i) From Lemma 15 it follows that if s(C2k+l [] C5 [] C2j+1) = k(2j + 1) + j, then a 
(Cs [] C2j+y)-layer has j + 1 or j independent vertices. It can be also established that a(C2j+l [] 
C5) = 2j + 1 only if in each row of C2i+1 [] Cs lies exactly one independent vertex. Thus, 
for 0 < i < 2k - l ,  we get Ri(S) NP~+I(S) = O and [Ri(S) UR/+I(S)[ = 2 j+ l .  Therefore, 
P~-I(S) = R~+I(S) for 1 < i < 2k - 1. Using Lemma 15 again, it is straightforward now to 
generalize the claim. 
(ii) Let for some i, [S N (C2j+I [] Cs)i[ -- j .  Suppose there is a pair yj, Yk E Ri(S), such that 
Yi - Yk -- 1 (mod2j + 1). From (i), we get R /= Ro = R2k+l. 0 th and 2k th layer are adjacent, 
therefore, vertices inducing Ro and R2k must be independent. Since yj - Yk = 1 (mod2j + 1), 
there are four independent vertices in two adjacent rows of (Cs [] C2j+1)0 t3 (C5 [] C2j+l)2k. Since 
by Corollary 3, s(C5 [] K2 []/<2) = s(C5 []/<4) = 2, this is clearly a contradiction. | 
4. AN ALGORITHM 
Sonnemann and Kragt obtained the independence numbers of certain strong products of cycles 
in [3] by studying all the possible cases of the independent sets. They assumed that an elegant 
proof would provide a solution for the whole problem of determining the independence numbers 
of strong products of odd cycles. Since then, very little progress has been made on this topic. 
Therefore, we decided to continue the work on the case analyses, but we supported them with 
computer programs. 
We developed a software package called NISPOC (Numerical Invariants of Strong Product of 
Odd Cycles) [10]. The majority of work therein has been done on discovering the independence 
numbers of the four families of strong products tated in the previous ection. 
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All the algorithms in this paper have been tested on an IBM PC with processor Pentium 
(90 Mhz). 
It is well known that the problem of determining the independence number is NP-hard on 
arbitrary graphs. Since the graphs of interest have 245 vertices and more, a straightforward algo- 
rithmic attempt o obtain largest independence s ts would obviously ield no result. Therefore, 
we have to develop algorithms which reduce the number of potential independent sets. 
The graphs with the least number of vertices, and therefore, expected to be the easiest o 
handle are Cs [] C7 [] C2k+1. A graph of this family is considered in NISPOC as a sequence of 
2k + 1 (Cs [] C7)-layers. It can be established that the independence number of these graphs 
depends on the largest independent sets of C5 [] C7. 
LEMMA 17. C5 [] C7 with fixed labeled vertices has a total of 70 largest independent sets. 
PROOF. By Theorem 10, a(C5 [] C7) = 7. From Lemma 15, it follows that an independent set 
with seven vertices must have precisely one vertex in each of seven rows of Cs [] C7. 
Recalling our labeling for Cn, we write V(Cs [] C7) = {(x, y) I 0 < x < 4, 0 < y < 6}. Then 
let S = {(xi, i) I 0 _< i < 6, 0 _< xi < 4} denote an independent vertex set of C5 [] C7. Then we 
have for j --- i ± 1 (mod 7), 
xj = x~ + a~j, whereas/E {2,3}. 
We can further establish that 
(a01 + a12 + a23 + a34 + a45 + a56 + a~0) ~- 0 (rood 5). 
Therefore, 
3k÷2(7-k )=5£,  wherekE{0, . .  ,6}, £eZ.  
From the equation, we get k = 1 or k = 6. 
The construction of seven independent vertices can start without loss of generality in the 
(Cs)-layer through 0. It is obvious that there are five positions to choose for x0. We have to 
consider two cases. 
1. k --- 1, there is one of seven rows with a~ i = 3 (for the rest a~j = 2). 
2. k = 6, there is one of seven rows with a~j = 2 (for the rest a~ i = 3). 
Therefore, we can conclude that there are 5. (7 + 7) = 70 ways to put seven independent vertices 
in C5[]C7. | 
Based on the results described above, we present he backtracking procedure for checking 
whether C2j+1 [] C2t+1 [] C2k+l contains k( j l  + [j/2J) + L(jg + [j/2J)/2J independent vertices. 
First, the algorithm constructs all largest independent vertex sets of C~j+I [] C2t+1 and stores 
them in the array I (line 1). Then, for every largest independent set I~ constructs all subsets 
with [I/~l/2j vertices and stores them in the array Ti (lines 3 and 3.1). Next, for every subset T~,s 
with repeats the following. 
Puts the subset T~,s in the first (C2j+1 []C2~+l)-layer and the remainder of I~ in the second layer 
(lines 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). (The independent set of t th layer is denoted by Lt.) To extends a starting 
configuration at the successive layers, the algorithm checks which of the largest independent sets 
fit. (The index of an independent set in t th layer is denoted by Pt.) The remainder of any fitting 
largest independent set is assigned to the next layer (lines 3.2.4). If the vertices assigned to the 
first and to the last layer are together independent, the algorithm ends successfully and displays 
the independent set with k(j~ + [j/2J) + L(j~ + [j/2J)/2J vertices. 
P rocedure  CHECK(j, ~, k); 
( The procedure checks if a(C2j+l [] C2t+l [] C2k+1) = k(jg + [j/2J) + L( j /+ [j/2J)/2J, j > 2, 
l_>3, j< l<k .  
Input: j ,  ~, k. 
Output: an independent set with k(j£ + [j/2J) + L(jl ÷ [j/2J)/2J vertices, if exists. } 
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1. CONSTRUCT-LARGEST(j,t,max,I); 
2. For all i E {1,2, . . . ,2k + 1} do Pi := 1; 
3. For all i E (1 ,2 , . . . ,max} do 
3.1 CONSTRUCT-SUBSETS(I~,sub,T~); 
3.2 For all s E (1,2, . . . ,sub} do 
3.2.1 L1 :--T~,8; 
3.2.2 L2 := I~ \ T~,s; 
3.2.3 t :-- 3; 
3.2.4 Whi le  t _> 3 do 
if Pc > max then  { Backtracking. }
pc := 1; t := t -  1; pc := Pc - 1; 
else 
if Lt -1  C Ipt then  
Lt := Ipt \ Lt-1; 
i f t  = 2k + 1 then  
if Lt U L1 is independent set then  DISPLAY(L); 
Pc := Pt + 1; 
else t := t + 1; 
else Pc := Pc + 1; 
end.  { CHECK } 
We first applied procedure CHECK(2,3,3). 
REMARKS. 
(1) By Lemma 15, 7k + 3 independent vertices of C5 [] Cz [] C2k+1 are distributed according 
to the sequence: 3, 4, 3, 4 , . . . ,  3, 4, 3, where each value in the sequence denotes the number 
of independent vertices in the corresponding (Cs [] C7)-layer. 
(2) By Lemma 17, 70 different sets I~ with seven independent vertices of C5 [] C7 are con- 
structed in procedure MAKE-LARGEST. Thus, max = 70. 
(3) By Lemma 16(iX), only seven subsets with three vertices (instead of (7) -- 35) are con- 
structed in MAKE-SUBSETS. Therefore, only sub = 7 subsets have to be checked in 
Step 3.2 of CHECK. 
(4) By Lemma 16(i), rows in the (C5 [] CT)-layers with the equal number of independent 
vertices are fixed. Therefore, for checking whether Lt-1 C Ip~, the procedure needs only 
three or four comparisons. 
The following theorem has already appeared in [9]. We include the proof for the sake of 
completeness. 
THEOREM 18. (See [9].) c~(C5 [] C7 [] C7) = 23. 
PROOF. CHECK(2,3,3) did not find any vertex set with 24 independent vertices. (The computa- 
tion lasted about five minutes.) Since the procedure considered all combinations of the potential 
sets with 24 vertices in C5 [] C7 [] C7, we can establish that a(Cs [] C7 [] C7) ~ 23. 
Then, we applied the procedure to check whether C5 [] C7 [] C7 contains 23 independent 
vertices. Since the procedure is almost identical to CHECK(j,£,k), we skip its description. The 
procedure in about two minutes found an independent vertex set with 23 vertices shown in 
Figure 1. Therefore, (~(C5 [] C7 [] C7) _> 23. | 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
Figure 1. A set of 23 independent vertices of Ca ~ C7 ~ C7. 
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Using the independence number from Theorem 18, we can sharpen the lower bounds for the 
independence numbers of the all four families of graphs. 
COROLLARY 19. For k >_ 3, 
(i) (see [9]) a(C5 [] C7 [] C2k+1) ~ 7k + 2, 
(ii) a(C5 [] C9 [] C2k+l) _~ 9k + 3, 
(iii) (see [9]) c~(C7 [] C7 [] C2k+1) >_ 10k + 3, 
(iv) ~(C7 [] C9 [] C2k+1) _> 13k + 4. 
PROOF. (i) (Induction on k.) For k = 3, this is Theorem 18. Suppose the claim holds for k _> 4. 
Then by Lemma 6(i), 
.F2k+3 1F2k+371.  > >_ |2-V4-  + 
[ 3 ] =7(k+1)+2'  = 7(k+1)+2 2k+----~ 
(ii), (iii), and (iv) are proved analogously. | 
Procedure CHECK is fast enough to enable the determination f the independence numbers 
for the rest of the graphs in C5 [] C7 [] C2k+l. 
THEOREM 20. For k > 3, 
7k+2, k<__5, 
a(Cs[]CT[]C2k+I)= 7k+3, k_>6. 
PROOF. For k < 5, the lower bound follows from Corollary 19. The upper bound in the claim 
is determined by nonexistence of an independent set with 7k + 3 vertices. The examinations of
independent sets have been done by procedure CHECK(2,3,k) and lasted about ten minutes for 
k = 4 and about 30 minutes for k = 5. 
For k _ 6, lower bound is determined from independent set with 45 vertices of C5 [] C7 [] C13 
depicted in Figure 2 (for k = 6) and then by applying Lemma 6 (for k > 6). The upper bound 
is given by Table 1. | 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 0@000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00@00 00000 00@00 00000 0@000 
@0000 00000 @0000 00000 0000@ 00000 
00000 000@0 00000 00@00 00000 00@00 
0@000 00000 @0000 00000 @0000 00000 
00000 000@0 00000 000@0 00000 000@0 
Figure2. A~tof45independentve~ices~[]~[]C13. 
The results on the determination of the independence numbers of C5 [] C7 [] C2k+1 can be 
easily extended to C5 [] C9 [] C2k+1. 
LEMMA 21. C5 [] C9 with fixed labeled vertices has 360 largest independent sets. 
PROOF. By Theorem 10, a(C~ [] C9) = 9. Recalling the proof of Lemma 17, we get 
3k+2(9-k )=5/ ,  wherekE(0, . . . ,8} ,  gEZ.  
From the equation above, we get k = 2 or k = 7. 
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The construction of nine independent vertices can start without loss of generality in the 
(Cs)-layer through 0. It is obvious that there are five positions to choose for x0. Due to the 
results of the equation above, we have to consider two cases now. 
1. k = 2, there are (9) rows with a~j = 3 (for the rest a~j = 2). 
2. k = 6, there are (9) rows with aii= 2 (for the rest aij = 3). 
Therefore, we can conclude that there are 5 .2 .  (9) = 360 ways to put nine independent vertices 
in C5 [] C9. | 
Next, we applied procedure CHECK(2,4,4). 
REMARKS. 
(1) By Lemma 15, 9k + 4 independent vertices of C5 [] C9 [] C2k+1 are distributed according 
to the sequence: 4, 5, 4, 5 , . . . ,  4, 5, 4, where each value in the sequence denotes the number 
of independent vertices in the corresponding (C5 [] Cg)-layer. 
(2) By Lemma 17, 360 different sets with nine independent vertices of C5 []C9 are constructed 
in procedure MAKE-LARGEST. Thus, max = 360. 
(3) By Lemma 16(ii), only nine subsets with four vertices instead of (49) = 128 are constructed 
in MAKE-SUBSETS. Therefore, only sub = 9 subsets have to be checked in Step 3.2 of 
CHECK. 
(4) By Lemma 16(i), rows in the (C5 [] Cg)-layers with the equal number of independent 
vertices are fixed. Therefore, for checking whether L~_ 1 C Ire, the procedure needs only 
four or five comparisons. 
THEOREM 22. For k > 4, 
ol(C 5 [] C 9 [] C2k+l ) ~-~ 9k + 4. 
PROOF. CHECK(5,9,9) found in about 15 minutes 40 independent vertices of C5[]C9[]C9. This 
independent set is depicted in Figure 3. Since by Table 1 a(C5 [] C9 [] C2k+l) _< 9k + 4, the upper 
bound is obtained for k = 4. 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00@00 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
@0000 00000 0000@ 00000 0000@ 00000 0000@ 00000 000@0 
Figure 3. A set of 40 independent vertices of C5 [] C9 [] C9. 
For k > 4, the lower bound is obtained by applying Lemma 6. 
5. AN IMPROVED ALGORITHM 
LEMMA 23. C7 [] C7 has 10 largest independent sets (considering only nonequiwa/ent i dependent 
sets). 617 [] 6'7 has 980 largest independent sets ff its vertices have ~ed labels. 
PROOF. By Theorem 10, c~(C7 [] 6'7) = 10. Due to Lemma 15, 10 independent vertices of 
C7 [] C7 are distributed according to the sequence: 1, 2 , . . . ,  1, 2, 1, where each value in the 
sequence denotes the number of independent vertices in the corresponding row. Therefore, there 
is exactly one pair of adjacent rows having two independent vertices together. Lets fix the vertex 
in one of these rows. The vertex in the other row can be determined as shown in Figure 4. 
"1 I . I I I l l  "ll .11111" II • I I " l l l l  • I 
Figure 4. Distribution of vertices in adjacent rows with one independent vertex. 
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Considering reflection, it is sufficient to discuss the first two cases. All configurations of the 
largest independent vertex sets which we get by fixing these two vertices are presented in Figure 5. 
Note that in the first three configurations one of the rows is empty. There are three ways to put 
two independent vertices in each of these rows. Therefore, there are 3 + 3 + 3 + 1 = 10 different 
largest nonequivalent i dependent sets. 
i0 
• • e l  • • • 
Figure 5. Distribution of vertices in C7 [] C7. 
It remains to discuss the automorphisms in C7 [] C7. One can notice seven cyclic t-shifts of 
rows and seven cyclic t-shifts of columns. Note also two reflections shown in Figure 4. Therefore, 
there are 2.7.7.10 = 980 largest independent sets if the vertices of C7 [] C7 have fixed labels. | 
By replacing Step 3 in procedure CHECK with 
3. For all i • {1, 2, . . . ,  maXnon} do, 
where {1, 2, . . . ,  maXnon } denotes the indices of all nonequivalent largest independent vertex sets 
of C2j+I [] C2t+1, we define the new procedure. It will be called CHECK-NON. Note that 
CHECK-NON checks only nonequivalent independent largest sets of C2j+1 [] C2~+1 in the first 
two (C2j+1 [] C2~+l)-layers. However, in the remaining (C2j+1 [] C2t+l)-layers, CHECK-NON 
checks all largest independent sets. 
LEMMA 24. CHECK-NON(j,~,k) finds all nonequivalent independent sets of C2j+1 [] C2t+l [] 
C2k+l with k(j l  + Lj/2J) + [(j~+ [j/2J)/2J vertices. 
PROOF. Let S be a largest independent vertex set of C2j+I [] C2~+1 [] C2k+1. Then ISI = 
k(j~ + [j/2J) + [(j~ + [j/2J)/2J From Lemma 15, a (C2j+1 [] C2~+l)-layer has [(jl + [j/2J)/2J 
or [(jl + [j/2J)/2] independent vertices. Let (C2i+1 [] C2t+l)0 denote an arbitrary layer with 
[(jg + [j/2J)/2J independent vertices and let (C2j+1 [] C2t+l)l be its adjacent layer with [(j~+ 
[j/21)/2 ] independent vertices. Let S~ = S N (C2j+1 [] C2t+l)i and let N be the set of all 
nonequivalent independent sets of C2j+1 [] C2t+1 checked by CHECK-NON. Since So t_J S1 is a 
largest independent set of C2j+I [] C2~+1 there is an automorphism a • Aut(C2j+l [] C2l+l) and 
I • N such that a(S0) U a(S1) --- I. Let us define S' = a(So) U a(S1) U.. .  U a(S2k). S' is clearly 
an independent vertex set. We have to show that S ~ have to be found by CHECK-NON. 
Since a(So) U a(S1) • N, the claim is proved for the first two layers. In the remaining layers, 
all independent sets of C2j+1 [] C2t+i are checked by Step 3.2.4. Therefore, independent set S t 
is clearly found by CHECK-NON. | 
PROPOSITION 25. ~(C7 [] C7 [] C7) < 35. 
PROOF. We applied procedure CHECK-NON(3,3,3). Since after about en hours of computation 
the result was negative, the assertion follows. | 
By Lemma 15, 10k + 5 independent vertices of C7 [] C7 [] C2k+l are distributed according to 
the sequence 5, 5, . . . ,  5, where each value in the sequence denotes the number of independent 
vertices in the corresponding (C7 [] C~)-layer. It is obvious that 10k + 4 independent vertices 
are distributed in C7 [] C7 [] C2k+l such that one of (C7 [] CT)-layers contains four independent 
vertices and the rest of them five independent vertices. 
We changed a part for checking independent vertices of the last layer in procedure CHECK- 
NON(7,7,k). In the new procedure, we test if there is a set of four independent vertices F, such 
that L2k-1 tJ F U L0 is independent. The new procedure will be called CHECK-NON4. 
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PROPOSITION 26. c~(C7 [] C7 [] C7) = 33. 
PROOF. We applied procedure CHECK-NON4(3,3,3). Since after about 13 hours of computation 
the result was negative c~(C7 [] Cr [] C7) _< 33. By (iii) of Corollary 19, the assertion follows. | 
PROPOSITION 27. c~(C7 [] 6'7 [] C9) = 44. 
PROOF. We applied procedure CHECK-NON(3,3,4). Since after about 100 hours of computation 
the result was negative a(C7 [] C7 [] C7) _< 44. Then we applied procedure CHECK-NON4(3,3,4). 
Since the procedure found an independent set with 44 vertices hown in Figure 6, the assertion 
follows. I 
@0@0000 0000000 
0000000 0000@00 
000000@ 0@00000 
0000000 000@000 
00000@0 @000000 
00@0000 0000000 
0000000 0000@00 
0@00000 000@000 
000000@ 0000000 
0000000 0@0@000 
00000@0 0000000 
0000000 @000000 
00@0000 0000@00 
000000@ 0000000 
0000000 000@000 00000@0 0000000 00000@0 
00000@0 @000000 0000000 @0@0000 0000000 
0000000 00@0000 0000@00 0000000 0000@00 
00000@0 @000000 0000000 @000000 00@0000 
00@0000 0000000 00@0000 0000@00 0000000 
0000000 0000@00 000000@ 0000000 @000000 
0@0000@ 0000000 0@00000 000@000 0000000 
Figure 6. A set of 44 independent vertices of CT [] C'~ [] C9. 
PROPOSITION 28. For k > 4, 
10k + 4 _< a(C7 [] C7 [] C2k+l) _< 10k + 5. 
PROOF. Lower bound follows from Proposition 27 and Lemma 6. Upper bound is taken from 
Table 1. 1 
Since more layers mean somewhat more space for independent vertices, we can assume that 
the independence number each the upper bound if k is large enough. Unfortunately, procedure 
CHECK-NON is not fast enough either to confirm or to refuse that conjecture. We expect hat 
some heuristic methods would enable a more accurate answer. 
PROPOSITION 29. For k > 3, 
13k + 5 _< ~(C7 [] C9 [] C2k+l) _< 13k + 6. 
PROOF. From Proposition 27, it is straightforward to establish the lower bound using Lemma 6. 
The upper bound is taken from Table 1. 1 
6. APPL ICAT IONS 
Chromatic number of a graph is closely related to the independence number of a graph. Any 
upper bound for the independence number gives a lower bound for the chromatic number following 
the well-known lemma. 
LEMMA 30. For ~ny graph G, x(G) > [V(G)[/(a(G)). 
For the product of two odd cycles, a formula for the chromatic numbers is derived by Veszter- 
gombi [11,12] and later by Hell and Roberts [6]. There are known formulas for chromatic number 
only for some special cases of the product of three cycles, since the problem of coloring some 
infinite families of strong products of three odd cycles is still unsolved [13]. 
Klav~ar [14] proved that x(C5 [] C5 [] C2k+l) = 10 + [5/k]. A symmetric construction stated 
by Zerovnik [15] yields x(C2j+I []C2t+l []C2k+l) = 9, for j, £, k > 4. Therefore, the main concern 
is devoted again to the strong product of three cycles of a moderate size. 
The following upper bound was stated by Klav~.ar who also asked for some exact results [13,14]. 
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LEMMA 31 .  (See [14].) For 2 <_ j <_ ~ <_ k, 
x(C2j-t-I []C2t+I []C2k-I-1) ~ 10-1- [5] . 
This gives, using some results from the previous ections, the following result. 
THEOREM 32. For k > 5, 
(i) x(C5 [] c7 [] c2k+1) = 11, 
(ii) x(C5 [] C9 [] C2k+1) = 11. 
PROOF. (i) From Lemma 30 and from Theorem 20 follows the lower bound 
x(Cs []C7 []C2k+1) > 5.7-  (2k + 1) = 10 k + (5/10) 
- 7k + 3 k + (3/7) > 10. 
Therefore, 
X(Cs [ ]  C,r [ ]  C2k+i) >_ I i .  
From Lemma 31, for k >_ 5 follows the upper bound 
X(CT[]Cr[]C2k+I) <_ IO+ I5] =11. 
Condition (ii) is proved analogously. | 
The lower and the upper bounds for the chromatic numbers of the rest of the strong product 
of three odd cycles are given in Table 2. The lower bounds are given by Lemma 31 and the upper 
bounds are given by Lemma 30 and by the independence numbers given in the previous ection. 
Table 2. Lower and upper bound for chromatic numbers for some strong products of 
odd cycles. 
Lower Bound Cycles Length Upper Bound 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
10 
10 
10 
5, 7, 7 
5, 7, 9 
5,9,9 
7, 7, 7 
7, 7, 9 
7, 7, 2k + 1 
7,9,9 
7, 9, 2k + 1 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
I I  
12 
i i  
k>5 
k>5 
The Shannon capacity O(G), of a graph G is defined by 
O(G) := sup (a (Gn)) 1/n , 
n 
where G n = G [] G [ ] . . .  [] G (n times). 
Lov~z [5] obtained general upper bounds on the capacity which yield the exact value of the 
capacity for many graphs, including the long-standing open case of the pentagon. 
THEOREM 33. (See [5].) For any d-regular graph G on n vertices, 
- -n  • "~min e(c)  < 
d - )kmi n ' 
where )~min denotes the least eigenva/ue of G. II 
We give the best lower bound (as far as we know) for the Shannon capacity of the seven-cycle, 
which is one of the unsolved problems presented by Godsil in [16]. • 
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THEOREM 34. 
< e(cT) < 
7 (2v~ cos ((2 arctan (v/3/9) + r )  / 6) + 1) 
7 ÷ 2v/Tcos ((2 arctan (v~/9)  + r ) /6 )  
PROOF. Since the least eigenvalue of C7 is Amin =- (1 /3 ) (2V~cos( (2  arc tan(v /3 /9 )+ l r ) /6 )  + 1), 
the upper bound follows from Theorem 33. The lower bound immediate ly  follows from Proposi-  
t ion 26. | 
COROLLARY 35. 3.2076 _< {~(C7) _< 3.3176. 
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